
Getting Started with the Spark Virtual CoLab 

About Spark and the Virtual CoLab 

Spark is a newish centre in the Faculty of Social Sciences focused on innovation in social science 

research.  We will help anyone planning or undertaking a research project to select and implement the 

right methods to answer their research question.  We also host events on research methods, and build 

community amongst researchers in the belief that innovation often comes from people with different 

backgrounds just grabbing a coffee.  The Virtual CoLab is built to take all of these functions online and 

create a space where you can work in teams, socialize, get help, and support the community all in one 

place. 

 

How it Works  

The Virtual CoLab is built in Slack.  Slack is a pretty intuitive app, but there are a LOT of features and 

shortcuts that significantly increase how useful it will be to you.  If you decide you want to start working 

in depth within the Virtual CoLab, I strongly recommend checking out online videos about the different 

features.  Here are some:  https://slack.com/intl/en-ca/resources/slack-101.   

To get started, click this link < https://join.slack.com/t/cressgroup/shared_invite/zt-e2rm4n9y-

aCkWd6lUhvLhFq7~cTSicA> and set up an account.  You’ll end up on the Virtual CoLab homepage which 

looks like this: 

  
The left hand menu is organized into four sections.  The first section is for basic 

organization and navigation.  Threads are back and forth conversations.  Any threads 

you were involved in will show up here.  Mentions &reactions shows every time you 

were mentioned.  People are mentioned using @<name>, eg. @kermit.  If you want 

to reach out to one or more people, that’s the easiest way.  Everything else on this 

list should be self-explanatory.   

 

The second section of the left hand menu is Channels.  This is how ‘work’ gets 

organized in Slack.  Anyone can create a channel, mute or leave a channel they’re 

not interested in, or contribute to any channel that they’re a member of.  The 

screenshot shows the channels we currently have that I’m a member of.  If you 

want a place to hold all the conversations with a set of classmates, friends or 

research teams, simply add a new channel and specify who is invited to it.  And 
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that’s it.  You have a space where you can leave messages, files, post reminders to yourself or the team, 

jump on a videoconference, etc.  If you right-click a channel, you’ll see the pop-up box displayed above.   

 

The third section is Direct Messages.  Those with a green dot are currently on the platform.  Those not in 

Slack will still get your messages.  If they have notifications on, they’ll get the message instantly.  With 

notifications off, they’ll get it when they next enter Slack.  Your history of direct messages will show up 

here. Click on a name to send a message to them.  The short cut for direct messaging is to use the 

@<name>.  You’ll notice a user @Slackbot.  It can answer simple questions about using the platform.  

 

The fourth section is Apps.  For security reasons, we have a fixed and limited set of apps built into slack.   

 

What can you do in the Virtual CoLab 

As a place for people to work together and hang out, the possibilities are rather limitless.  You can: 

• Check out the conversation in channels you’re interested in. 

• Comment on what others have posted or post something yourself. 

• Create and commit to posting regularly on a new channel.  Invite everyone in the Virtual CoLab 

or just select people 

• Share files, videos, memes, whatever.  Use good internet judgment around posting links.   

• Use it to remind yourself/a group.  You can flag a post or thread as something you want to come 

back to or specify anything with /remind then who to remind, the item and when you want the 

reminder (eg. /remind @Allison order dog food 12:30pm).   

• Get on a phone or video call.  Calls and video through slack are limited to 15 people.  If you want 

to do a larger call, contact us at talk.to.spark@mcmaster.ca and we can set that up.   

• Attend events.  CRESS is aiming to hold at least one social event and two workshops each week, 

and post events others are hosting that you might be interested in.  You can see upcoming 

events in the channel #general.  If you click on any event, it will take you to a shared google 

calendar where you can see event information. 

• Organize events.  Do you want to host a group?  Maybe try out your stand up routine, or pull 

together all those working in Stata?  You can add events directly into the shared google calendar 

(access it by clicking on a previous event).  Please use the GREEN color for your event in google 

and include your name in the title.   

• Get help with your research.  At #consultation, you can indicate what you’d like help with and a 

qualified CRESS staff/faculty member will set up an appointment to work with you.  In addition 

to standard methods questions, we can work with qualitative/community-engaged researchers 

who need to modify their protocols to work online.  

• Chat with friends and people you don’t know yet.  Make new friends during a pandemic!      

 

Warnings 

• Slack is a social media platform, with the same vulnerabilities as other social media.  We cannot 

guarantee that what you post will be secure.  Don’t post sensitive information.   

• Use good judgment around what’s appropriate.  This is built as a safe, supportive place during a 

time when many people are struggling.  Inappropriate or unsafe behavior will cause you to be 

removed.   
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